From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 8:34 AM  
To: Mindy  
Cc: rest; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Adam L. Tucker  
Subject: BORING-turn off the computer-free advice-RE: wow

Response in red

From: Mindy  
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 10:51 PM  
To: Gary S Gevisser  
Subject: RE: TURN OFF THE COMPUTER-free advice-RE: wow

From: gevisser@sbcglobal.net  
To: mindy  
CC: rest; justanotherant@gmail.com  
Subject: TURN OFF THE COMPUTER-free advice-RE: wow  
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 17:29:14 -0800

Mindy good late afternoon. Hi Gary, good evening. My dads name is Gary too by the way. Actually William Gary, but goes by Gary :) I did finish your letter, however did not comprehend all of it. Your writing definitely takes some thougt and you have some long sentences :) I did not want to respond to it till I understood it as much as I could. I have learned from Adam and am responding to your email on top of your email. I tried to make all of the type green but for some reason it stopped working. So then I started underlining. Then I came back and underlined this so that atleast it would have that in common, seeing as how I cannot make it black again ;)

You would know even without finishing what I wrote you that I understand rather well the "distraction game" beginning with how the "human condition" causes those carrying the "most baggage" to "draw conclusions" without the support of any facts. Did I do this? I think so. For starters you read more in to me not communicating "directly" with my mother who like me is not God but my mother did prepare well from a very young age to know that it is not smart to treat one's parents as "godly" not even close, since that would assume each generation would be successively more "enlightened" and that is certainly not the case; moreover for any of us to think that our parents are that much special than any other parents would mean that each of us is more special than the next, unless of course one or both parents as well as grandparents were buying us off with Trust-Hush-Fund money which is what all corrupt parents-grandparents do 24/7

Notice how you are not quite ready at this moment to hit the delete button although you are most likely feeling a little "discomfort“ given how you understand
me well enough to have little difficulty dissecting the 86 words you wrote me below.?

Before I go any further what is it about what I just sent Bob Schulz who of course you should know, that you didn’t find interesting to the point that you wouldn’t want to continue now reading? I actually don't know who Bob Schulz is. But now you know unless you didn’t make it a priority of yours http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20bschulz-longfaces.pdf

Now you are most eager to hear what I write next knowing full well that even without revealing your name to the whole world I can by using our “back and forth” encourage those whose formal education and other poor conditioning has not yet interfered with their learning. Thanks :) If you are saying that formal education and other poor conditioning has not interfered with my learning. No I am not saying anything of the sorts. How first of all would I know that your formal education hasn’t interfered with your learning when the evidence suggests strongly that has although you would argue and I would agree you are doing better than most given how you are showing great courage in communicating with me.

BTW did you notice the reaction from Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. and all those who were outraged when they thought the words, ‘IN GOD WE TRUST” had been taken off the coinage? Do you understand the significance of their “outrage” to the point that these highly educated people couldn’t even take the time out of their very busy schedule fixated on distracted the likes of you and your family most likely not having as much time on their hands as them, to bother with examining the coin a little more carefully; moreover that these beyond belief highly educated people were convinced they would get away with the utter hypocrisy of having the words. “IN GOD WE TRUST” on our coinage given how the only thing backing our currency is our trust in corrupt elected and non-elected government officials who control the educational system making certain that for the past 100 years there has been a continuous dummying down of the American population, the dumbest people on the planet and the most talkative as well as most brutal!

I am still waiting to hear your comments in defense of the United States Government providing the brute military muscle that supported for 45 odd years the criminal, most repressive South African Apartheid Regime as this most brutal of the world’s most brutal regimes simply handed over South Africa’s precious mineral resources to those official including military brass who did the bidding of the the United Staes of America’s De Beers-Anglo American Cartel?

If you are still laughing it is because God has taken over your brain to provide laughs to those around you including me when you go “ha ha”, far better than the long face of Trust Fund kids just looking for sympathy for having sold out so cheaply or you have benefitted in some form of another from this most heinous crime even if the 3 Branches of the US Government didn’t deposit some of that gold and platinum directly into your own safety deposit box in an offshore location.

And of course part of the benefit the 3 Branches of the US Government would argue is that people such as you and your family in all likelihood especially if you are still laughing, have not had to compete for some 3 generations now with your enslaved peers in the rest of the world.
Why not email Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. with your questions and comments.

Of course you are at a very significant advantage to kids counting on their Trust Funds to see them through the very tough times ahead given how the instant one takes monies or valuables of any sort from someone without having to “work for it” let alone from someone you have strong evidence has lied, stolen and cheated to be in a position to buy you off with Trust-Hush-Funds, so you carry the burden the rest of your life.

See now you are smiling.

Not to mention that while those who have bought your silence remain outside of the grave they never let you forget for a single moment that you are bought and paid for.

Now you are smiling from ear to ear.

Look around you and pick out those you know who fall into the category of Trust Fund kids and the first thing you will see is how those who have bought their silence have this nauseating habit of constantly talking about money beginning with how much this and that costs all the while picking up the costs of maintenance including their motorcars, apartments, spending money and so on and so forth. I definitely agree that being handed money normally does more harm than good to people. Can you give me one instance you now of where it has done any good; and since you cannot don’t you think that you would be better off first thinking before writing down such utter nonsense? I remember having a conversation with some friends once (some of my not so open minded friends) why would you bother with imbeciles?, who were talking about wanting to be rich or something. I said, "don't you think that having to work is actually a good thing in that it makes us challenge ourselves more than we ever would if we didn't have to. And then you feel good about yourself for having accomplished those challenges, and for being a contributing member of society." They all laughed and were like, "ha ha, yea right." Don't get me wrong, I wish I had more money often, this is a good explanation why you haven't abandoned your “money, me” friends who certainly help consume your time to the point that you find yourself without either the time or energy to read in one reading what I have to say, all the while being able to perfectly understand but at the same time, there is definitely a silver lining that comes with having to work for it.

All the while “time passes them by”.

Now you are delicious with joy.

Kids, on the other hand, who are raised as I was to be “independent thinkers” have a very significant advantage over those who only know how to be politicians beginning with how to please those who provide them with the means whereby they don’t have to learn to improvise and therefore be creative while equally focused on co-opting-corrupting those around just trying to point out the baggage
that gets heavier and heavier as their bones get weaker, their muscles smaller in
perfect synchronicity with the smallness of the minds that provides the most perfect
mechanism for our Superior-Supernatural Being to enter and make the most of us
for those who “get it”.

You are not quite sure what to do but still play along with me.

There is nothing in the least bit creative about “playing politics”; moreover it
consumes a whole lot of time which can never be made up for.

More troubling for those too busy keeping track of their lies from day one is that
once a politicians, always a politicians.

Better though for people like yourself and of course those significantly worse off is
this awesomely powerful Internet which allows each one of us to highlight each and
every politician in the world.

Most uplifting is that these selfish bastards each and every one of them counting on
our US Marines to keep the masses in the rest of the world enslaved don’t have a
clue about who exactly is getting informed about their so transparent “play acting”; one
moment so very serious about the “issues of the day” and the next “laughing
off” their hypocrisy, “Well the money is there and I might as well take it and
besides there is nothing you can do about it!” I do not doubt that this is going on.
Don’t know exactly what you are referring to b/c I am actually very uneducated
when it comes to our history and government, which is why I am interested in
watching your seminar. I enjoy hearing what independent thinkers have to say. I
expect that you will forward this email and the previous one to all those “ha ha”
friends.

Apart from my very significant footprint on the Internet what else has you so
interested in attending my first VODcast seminar-workshop?

Can you tell me what exactly you hope to get out of it apart from everything you
have read about me which did not include me making the slightest mention of being
in the least bit disappointed that I am “not speaking” to my mother when all I said
was “mother isn’t exactly communicating with me”. Sorry if I understood you wrong
or offended you. It is not possible for you or anyone else to “offend” me since I
have “truth” on my side.

You understand that the Mother Theresa’s of the world beginning with Mother
Theresa help out the poor because it makes them feel good which mostly makes
elitists want to do that much more for the church and of course their military who
keep the poor poor making the job of the Mother Theresa’s of the world good
business but not so good for the masses. I am definitely not a fan of organized
religion, if that is what you are getting at. What about Mother Theresa and what a
wonderful job she did in distracting the likes of you if only to take up a moment of
your time thinking and talking about her when you could have used that same
amount of time to look at who apart from Trust-Hush-Fund kids and their parents benefitted from you being so “hopelessly” distracted?

The sun is now setting and God must be smiling!

BTW, a woman came into a gallery where my wife has a small very cute oil painting of little chickens. She felt that the one foot was “large”, letting the person in charge of the gallery know if Marie Dion Gevisser changed the foot she would purchase the painting.

First, what do you think the odds are that MDG got it wrong?

Second, What do you think are the infinitesimally small odds that this woman has the first clue to judge how very excellent a painting she would be buying even if the foot is “large” which I doubt very much?

Third, would you if you were my wife, make the change assuming this woman is wrong, just to sell the painting which MDG could paint again, and again and again, much like the US Treasury? I am not sure that I see a parallel to the U.S. treasury. Is the treasury the same as the National Reserve? You are a terrific example of 3 generations of of US Americans, 4.2% of the world population, not really having to work for a living while buring more than 25% of the world’s non-reprenishable and very dirty fossil fuels, all the while “laughing all the way to the bank” as US Americans fuel oil wars. But now you are looking at your bank account, your Trust Fund set up by your corrupt 3 Branches of the US Government and you are noticing that you don’t have much going for you, apart from having been fortunate enough to “run into” me. See, I told you I don’t know anything. I am learning though :) If it were me buying the piece, I would never ask an artist to change a piece of fine art. That would take away from the artists vision, whether it be one foot bigger than the other or not. Maybe the whole painting is about that one foot being bigger which symbolizes something else. If nothing else it would be a good conversation topic :)

Again, you are a “vessel” of a century of being fed misinformation. Everything is about “how you feel” as in “what moves you” but given how you have been purposely fed to ben an imbecile you have no knowledge of art culture. How in God’s name can you have any vision is you don’t have the fundamental knowledge of how to paint? But if I were the painter and someone wanted me to make it smaller than I would as long as i didn't think it would hurt the painting. Who really gives a shit when the extraordinarily few artist painters out there can actually execute a good oil painting; meaning there are even less people out there who can appreciate a good oil painting and so why not just give people what they want and besides when they pay it at least covers the cost of the canvas and supplies allowing the good artist painter to repeat the process and hopefully find someone such as yourself a little more educated and smart enough to invest in good art. I had a friend who wanted me to make a digital photo for him from one of my photos. He sat with me on the computer and gave me ideas for me to try. None of wich I liked. He kept saying that is good, I like it. And I refused to give it too him b/c I did not like it at all and didn't want my name attached to it. So I can sympathize ;) boring!
Of course you would also do well to buy it just the way it is.

Marie just walked, “Isn’t that a beautiful sky? You should turn off the computer” as my gorgeous wife races down the stairs, “I have so many paint brushes to clean, unbelievable!” Clean those paint brushes! :)

[Word count 989]

From: Mindy  
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 8:56 PM  
To: Gary S Gevisser  
Subject: RE: FREE ADVICE-RE: wow

Hi Gary :) Thanks for taking the time to write me. I did not finish it yet, but did just finish listening to your moms record and reading about her. Amazing woman! Sorry to hear that you are not speaking to her. Anyhow, really glad to have met Adam and I know you are his good friend so thanks again for letting me in on your stories and advice. I will take all that I can get! And I look foward to your seminar :)

Mindy